Diy keyless ignition motorcycle
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around to giving this a try. My first few attempts yielded mixed results as my schematic was off.
While I haven't given this one a try, I think I finally got it right. I like to tinker and this was
something I wanted to have as well as tinker around a little. Plus I'm not a very learned solid
state guy, so analog works for me - hence the relays. If anyone sees any potential issues, post
up. RFID schematic. Check my signature. Thread starter. Yeah, I've read that, but it's nice to
actually see it hence the schematic. Stillserving said:. The male and female ignition switch
connectors making a "T" harness to maintain key functionality An alarm connector to tap into a
few of the signals coming from the factory alarm jumper plug. And I did the T harness because I
always try and make any modifications revearsable. Whilst "surfing" - found this today iButton
lock kit Bought stuff from them before so I am tempted. I do fully appreciate all that the DEcosse
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-sprocket on a J -bike" Works with other models too! I think there is somewhere on here, key
points being I think a ohm resistor and drilling the safety fasteners on the ignition tumbler.
Originally Posted by CZroe. Trying to steal a bike or two? If that helps yoy find the rest of the
info, consider writing up a DIY for us. It'd be appreciated, I'm sure useful for remote-start alarm
installs as well as track bike weight reduction. I want to see someone make a key dongle like a
nissan car has. Breath deep, seek peace. Embrace the Madness. Life is good, let it be. Can't
remember it off the top of my head. I threw my setup away because it wa just a temp job to test
the motor out on my project bike. It does involve putting in a ohm resistor with the white, gray,
brown, and black wires if I remember right. Originally Posted by cuong-nutz. All times are GMT
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Klondike Add Klondike to Your Ignore List. Blog Entries: 2. Send a private message to
cuong-nutz. Find More Posts by cuong-nutz. Add cuong-nutz to Your Ignore List. Quote:
Originally Posted by cuong-nutz Can't remember it off the top of my head. Similar Threads.
October 5th, AM. October 4th, PM. DIY Keyless Ignition for 08 July 18th, PM. Keyless Gas Cap.
March 15th, AM. Keyless ignition. September 1st, AM. Posting Rules. This system does require
you to cut and splice a few wires. Our innovative universal system requires you to disconnect
your ignition and assessory wires, two wire from you hand controls and our systems ground
wire. It is a extreamly simple install, even if you have no installation experience, you can easily
add this exciting accessory to your motorcycle in under an hour. Rated 5. In a world where
security is a necessity and convenience in high demand, keyless technology is the perfect
security solution for protecting your bike. No more need for an ignition key. The KIM-U
completely eliminates any need for the factory ignition switch and all the hassles associated
with using a key! When your ride is over, flip your kill switch to OFF and you just walk away. An
unlike common alarms that only lockout the starter circuit, The KIM-U provides dual point
immobilization of your motorcycles electrical system, locking out both your Ignition and Fuel
circuits. Skip to content. Universal Product. No More Keys! No more frustration taking your
gloves off and on to search your pockets for keys. No more keys to scratch your paint, to
fumble with or fall out of the lock or your pocket and lose. Losing your keys has never felt so

good! Dawg Tags are motion activated and will only authorize your Ignition to operate when you
are within range. Each Tag is completely unique with over 6 billion different code combinations.
Dawg Tags can be cross-programmed allowing one tag to operate multiple bikes. You can also
easily select between Automatic or Manual modes, via the Dawg Tag, giving you complete
control of how and when the system arms and disarms. New state-of-the-art high load micro
relays independently switch Ignition and Accessory circuits providing optimum power handling
and control. We can get your started right over the phone! Our sealed control module is built
using military grade FR-4 circuit boards populated exclusively with ultra-low profile SMT
components for extreme ruggedness and minimal resonance under high vibration. No, the KIM
module only needs to see the Dawg Tag for Authorization to start not to keep running, we
designed the system this way as a safety precaution in case the Dawg Tag fell out of your
pocket while riding down the freeway or the batteries died while you were on a ride. Often the
first appeal of the DGD-KIM is its convenience or the coolness factor of not having to use keys,
but if the system were rated only for the level of security it provides it would still be one of the
strongest on the market. A common bike alarm or start interrupt system only kills one circuit on
you bike. This is almost always the start circuit. The installation is very straight forward. We
recommend changing your batteries once a year, depending on use you can expect to get years
out of your Dawg Tag batteries. Yes, Each system can learn up to four unique Dawg Tags. If you
have numerous bikes you can program each of your Dawg Tags to operate any of your bikes.
No, The way the DGD-KIM system works is like this; as you approach your bike, the system
begins communication to see if you have a valid Dawg tag with you. No, The Dawg Tags utilize
non-volatile memory and will not lose their programming if either the Dawg Tag or the module
loses power. Your bike will still be protected from someone attempting to hop on and ride
because you will not be there with the Dawg Tag. Then give us a call and we can get another fob
expedited out to you. Each tag has its own unique digital code, one in over 6 billion. The system
learns your tags individual serial number. The system has been tested to operate correctly after
being completely submerged underwater for over 5 minutes. Alarm systems and Keyless
Ignition systems They approach the problems of theft in two completely different ways. Its true
that often the first appeal of the DGD-KIM is its convenience or the coolness factor of not having
to use keys, but if the system were rated only for the level of security it provides it would still be
one of the strongest on the market. Not at all, We have been selling the DGD-KIM series of
systems for over 5 years and have never had a single manufactures warranty issue. Our unit is
an independent unit so it will work fine with any aftermarket or stock alarm system. All of our
systems come with 1 Dawg Tag, you can always add additional Dawg Tags to your system, it
just requires giving us a call. If you need replacement Dawg Tags for an older system please
give us a call at Digital Guard Dawg Inc. Welcome to the twenty-first century! Now you have one
with a keyless ignition. Your keyless motorcycle has an antenna that picks up the unique signal
sent to it by your key fob. You may have some questions about this, like, can I bump-start my
motorcycle if it has a dead battery? And that answer, if the battery is absolutely dead dead, is a
resounding no. The electronic ignition does not need a whole lot of power to run, but that is
probably not going to be your blocking issue when trying to bump-start your dead-battery bike.
The electronic fuel injection and fuel pump system will most likely be the larger problem. The
real answer is, it depends on how dead your battery is, and it depends on your bike. Try not to
kill your battery. What about hackers? If your bike is very fancy, uninsured, and you park in
dodgy places in high-crime areas, you might want to think about a secondary and less
technologically complicated system, like a disc lock. Can you ride off without the key on you? It
is near enough that you can start the bike, but the key is not on your person and you ride away
without it. Yes, this is a thing that can happen. It also goes for that fob falling out of your pocket
on the road. Good news! Your bike will detect the moment it loses the fob signal and will alert
you with some kind of flashing dashboard warning. If you ignore it and ride on, you will not be
able to restart the bike when you stop for gas miles away. Do not ignore flashing warnings on
your bike. If you don't know where you lost your fob, try backtracking until the flashing warning
goes away. Before you purchase a motorcycle with a keyless ignition, make sure you fully
understand how your specific system works, whether it is also keyed to your factory luggage
yes, some motorcycles have keyless locking luggage that works like your car trunk and exactly
how it all works together. Home News Industry. Apr 22, at pm ET. By : Kate Murphy. The
technology is really handy, but you'll want to learn how it works. How To Prevent Motorcycle
Theft. Commenting Guidelines. Industry Design Technology. New Motorcycle. Sign In or Sign
Up. Welcome, Guest. Please login or register. Did you miss your activation email? This topic
This board Entire forum Google Bing. Print Search. Hi EEVBlog, I've been working on a keyless
motorcycle ignition for a couple years, and decided to release my latest iteration as an open
source project. This version disables the key switch and the lock mechanism can be replaced

with a 19mm button , but the next version will sense the position of the key with a potentiometer
and the key will be able to override commands received over bluetooth. I have a working
prototype installed on my own motorcycle, and most of the planned features have been
implemented. The smartphone app uses the Ionic framework and fully supports Android, and
iOS support is nearly done but stalled because I don't have an Apple device to test on. The
hardware is controlled with a BGM module, but I'm planning on switching to an nRF because it
is cheaper, automotive grade, and is fully supported by OSS toolchains. I've been working on
adding some documentation but it's still pretty sparse. This is my first big project that I'm
releasing open source, and feedback is greatly appreciated. I'm also working on a PCB design
that will support most race bikes eg. Fred27 Supporter Posts: Country:. I intend to do
something similar to work with my NFC implant. The trickiest bit would be to get the steering
lock working. Have you got any details of the physical design? Tomorokoshi Frequent
Contributor Posts: Country:. How do you make absolutely sure that no matter what happens it
won't shut it off unless the operator purposefully does it? I'm considering doing this to mine All
of these features wouldn't be overly difficult to implement or code, properly. I would be
interested in seeing how you've done it. I'm only in the design phase, and have been for quite a
long time injury from car accident which left me internally decapitated and a broken back I
would love to continue my project in person - right now it's been mostly limited to my mind.
This would definitely be a fun project to be able to create. I'm also designing an ABS for bikes
that don't come with it; have been thinking of it since someone did a test on a bicycle and didn't
code everything they could've to make it work better. A lot of people over complicate things
involving code when they don't have to and either end up missing the mark, making more work
for themselves and getting it or not, or they overcomplicate the entire thing and don't fall back
to basics causing them to miss the obvious. Tomorokoshi: When people hear about some
feature being coded, etc.. It depends entirely on the programmer. The bike won't shut off
automatically unless the developer tells the bike to shut off by cutting power to the ON Relay
set up for the replacement ignition block. Of course, the relay could fail, and other things could
happen - but in code, there is very little chance the dev got something wrong to cause it to shut
off. Just because it works, doesn't make it right -Josh 'Acecool' Moser. There was an error while
thanking. SMF 2. EEVblog on Youtube. Skip to main content of results for "motorcycle keyless
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